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Specifically designed to meet the demands of the optical machining industry, the LGS10A offers exceptional rotational accuracy suited to any high precision machining or finishing operations. The LGS10A, optimised for use at 12,000 rpm without the aid of coolant, has proved to be very popular in precision lathe manufacture of contact and intraocular (IOL) lenses.

The spindle can be liquid cooled to further control thermal growth. The LGS10A provides high stiffness and very low synchronous and asynchronous error motion vital to achieving high precision surface finishes (<50 nanometres).

High load capacity bearings and exceptional tilt stiffness together with a wide variety of collet sizes makes this spindle ideal for micro-machining operations. The LGS10A spindle is capable of operating up to speeds of 40,000 rpm with coolant and suitable drive unit.